About Systems Atlanta, Inc.
Systems Atlanta, Inc. provides
comprehensive solutions and
services that address the
technology requirements of
civilian
and
government
personnel. SAI, the leader in
Information Display Systems
(IDS), has 40+ years of
experience developing and
implementing IDS networks in
various operational facilities
around the globe. Our
solutions include the widely
adopted and highly tailorable
IDS5 product suite and
network engineering services.
SAI is also quickly becoming
the Skills Training expert by
leveraging 30+ years of
classroom training delivery.
Whether you need training in
cyber security, IDS, or
program management SAI can
deliver. SAI offers in-house,
on-site, and online training
courses designed to improve
customers’ skills, knowledge
and access to information.
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Systems Atlanta is offering numerous formal training opportunities
throughout 2019 - 2020 at our corporate headquarters in Kennesaw,
GA. Whether you are new to IDS5 or an experienced IDS5 Database
Administrator, we have training that will fit your needs.
Additionally, Systems Atlanta will be exhibiting at several conferences
in 2019. This is a perfect opportunity to get a hands-on demonstration
of the most current features and capabilities.

Corporate Corner
HEADLINE NEWS, (Insert Government, Credit Card Company, Major Retailer
Here) just announced a cyberattack which has exposed millions of customers’
private data to hackers …”. We seem to see this in the news all too often and
have become complacent on how to respond. Monitor your credit and
accounts, change your passwords, check your credit score, and repeat often. As
individuals, we must rely on someone else to protect our data.

The key to achieve this level of protection is an organization’s proactive support
and funding of required annual certifications for IT professionals. Additionally,
and as equally fundamental, is the understanding and commitment that
computer and network technology need upgrading on a realistic timetable.
39th FAAMA Gathering of Eagles Conference
IDS5 Database Administrator Course
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What about for businesses and organizations? How can they take proactive
measures to protect themselves? Just as the types and complexities of
cyberattacks change each year, so must the skills of the IT professionals
charged with protecting an organization’s data system. These professionals
need to be in a constant state of learning to know how evolving threats could
disrupt their systems and the countermeasures that should be implemented.

IDS5 Maintenance Training Course

Systems Atlanta, Inc.

CY2019: 3rd QTR

We at Systems Atlanta are adopting this mindset, upgrading our network
systems and investing in our staff to obtain industry-recognized Certification
and Skills training. Additionally, we have created a new division for IT Technical
Training Solutions for our customers. But more importantly, we are committed
to our customers by doing our best to safeguard and protect their sensitive
data in our own systems.
- Tyler H. Dobson, President & CEO
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Putting a Face to a Name
Born on the island of St.
Maarten, and having lived on
various islands since, Flo
Debrick has a passion for
travelling and has toured the
world on various military missions
and personal journeys. Flo has a
background in aviation and
earned an Associate’s Degree
in Airway Science with CCAF
as well as a Master’s in
Business at Trident University.
Flo joined the Systems Atlanta
Team earlier this year as a
Customer Support Specialist.
She ensures timely responses
to site system errors and also
assists with shipping logistics
and regulation updates.
Flo is married and has one
teenage son who is an avid
football player. With a teenage
son, she doesn’t have a lot of
spare time, but when she
does, Flo enjoys comedic
entertainment, reading, puttputt golf, and laser tag.

Requesting a
Configuration Change

… continued from page 2

Every so often, a ticket will populate in my queue with the tag
“Configuration Change Request.” Either the IDS5 administrator
or one of our support technicians has identified the need for a
new configuration. So, what constitutes the need for a
configuration change, and how does the process work?

To understand the need for a new configuration, we must first
examine what the configuration CD does for your system. The
configuration CD will “automagically” populate the network
settings and IDS5 software licensing, based on the computer
name that is selected in the Install Prompt. These settings are
needed for your IDS5 workstations to communicate with each
other and may include the IP address of the workstation, the
default gateway, and other network related information. Here at Systems
Atlanta, we track how each site’s system is configured and continually generate
updates as your local network team makes a change.
This configuration change is important in streamlining the troubleshooting
process, as it provides the support technician the most accurate information
about your system, preventing any delay in uncovering the root cause of an
issue. Additionally, keeping your configuration up to date provides you the
information required to accurately reimage a workstation, if it becomes
necessary. So, how does the configuration change process work?
Once a Customer Service Request (CSR) has been created for a configuration
change request, a support technician will populate a configuration change
worksheet with your current configuration and send it to you via the DoD Safe
file exchange. Once you receive the worksheet, you will need to annotate any
changes that should be made to the system and send the worksheet back to
our helpdesk. Our Engineers will review the changes, create a new system
configuration CD, and send it back via DoD Safe file exchange for you to run
against your workstations to implement the changes. The CSR is then closed out
and you have the tools necessary to sustain your system.
- Kevin Melton, Associate System Engineer

Systems Atlanta is proud to take part in raising the
knowledge and awareness baseline of Cybersecurity
through our in-house, on-site, and online training and
certification courses.
Continued on page 3 ...

As you think about, discuss, and implement this year’s Cybersecurity focus, we
offer these tips:


OWN IT- Understand your digital profile. All of us use digital devices at
work, at home, and on-the-go. Constant connection has its benefits, but it
also comes with a significant opportunity for cybersecurity threats that can
compromise your personal information. Make sure you understand the
devices you use daily and how to adjust your privacy settings to keep all
of your information safe and secure.



SECURE IT- Threat “actors” are experts at getting personal information from
unsuspecting victims and their methods are getting far more
sophisticated. Make sure you learn the security features available on the
equipment and software you use and always keep it up-to-date. When
possible, use multi-factor authentication (MFA) when signing into accounts
as an additional layer of security.



PROTECT IT - Every click, share, and post you make is part of your digital
profile. Once it hits the internet, it is there pretty much forever and can be
exploited by cyber criminals. To protect yourself, you must understand,
secure, and maintain your digital profile. Ensure you routinely check your
privacy settings to keep yourself protected and periodically relook at
them. Don’t just set it and forget it as the “bad guys” may have found a
way around what worked previously.

Give us a call or send us an email, as I am sure there is a cybersecurity course
that is just right for you and your people. Let’s all fight this fight
together. When we know better, we ultimately do better.
See what courses we have scheduled for the remainder of 2019 at
www.trainwithSAI.com.
- Shalicia Evans, Director / IT Technical Training

National Cybersecurity
Awareness Month

Held every October, National Cybersecurity Awareness Month
(NCSAM) is a collaboration between government and industry
to ensure that every American has the resources needed to
stay safe and secure online while increasing the resilience of
the nation against cyber threats. This initiative is co-led by
the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
and the National Cyber Security Alliance (NCSA). The theme
for this year is “OWN IT. SECURE IT. PROTECT IT.”

Our CompTIA Security Plus, Cybersecurity Analyst (CYSA), and Certified
Information Systems Security Professional (CISSP) delivers professional training
to those needing or wanting to expand their knowledge.

IDS5 Digital Range
Information System
Systems Atlanta, Inc. has
always been known for
providing customers with the
vital tools they need to
disseminate critical data to
shareholders and to enhance
situational awareness across
the spectrum. The IDS5 Digital
Range Information System (IDS
-DRIS) is no exception.
The IDS-DRIS provides an easyto-use, touch-friendly interface
to communicate range status
information between agencies.
The current range information
can be viewed on any IDS5
workstation, listened to via
radio broadcast, or by dialing
into an integrated telephone
system. In addition, IDS-DRIS
can be used to coordinate an
agency’s request for a range
or airspace; as well as the
controlling agency’s approval
directly through the IDS5 user
interface. This approach offers
improved range efficiency and
safety while greatly reducing
calls between agencies. This
information
can then be
archived and stored for event
re-creation and review.
If you are interested in learning
more about the IDS-DRIS
system or to schedule an onsite demonstration, contact
Ken Grassel at 770.790.5352 or
kgrassel@sysatl.com.
- Ken Grassel, Director/Sales
Operations

- Digital Range Information System (DRIS) Screen Capture
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